Upload A Path Item

To upload a Self-Reported Experience, you must be logged into OrgLINK (https://www.shsu.edu/orglink). To begin, you will click on your personal profile and click Paths.

This will take you to the Ultimate Bearkat Path homepage. You will see a short description followed by your progress towards completing the path.
If you scroll down further, you will see how many items have been completed in each category. To view what items qualify for each category, click on the category.

A list of items will expand to show you what has been completed and what still needs completion. ( *Note: Required events are listed at the top for you to complete. Optional items are listed below.)

To submit a new experience, click on the title.
Click on the *Report Experience* button.

Select the Type of Experience that you are reporting (*Note: The Experience Type should match the category you selected earlier.*)
Fill out the information Requested (*Note: The Experience Name will match the Experience you selected earlier.)

While you are filling out the information, you will have the opportunity to upload any files that may be beneficial to ensure approval of the experience. Once you fill out all the necessary information, hit the Submit button at the bottom of the page.
Once your item is submitted, you will be taken to a page where you can view the status of your item. You will see that your item is pending approval.

A representative from Student Involvement: Leadership & Service will review your submission and approve or deny it based on quality.

To ensure your submission is approved, please answer the reflection question thoughtfully in the required 5-8 sentences. Please also ensure your contact person’s information is up to date and accurate.

You can always review the status of your submissions by navigating back the experience item under the category and clicking on it.